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How many times can you jump rope? This rhyme makes the game of rope jumping even more fun.

It's a counting rhyme, and there are lots of others like it. There are also red-hot pepper rhymes for

jumping very fast, and rhymes for jumping in and out of the rope. There are even fortune-telling

rhymes that answer questions and help you predict the future!The rhymes in this book began as a

way to keep the rhythm while jumping rope, but they also lent poetry and humor to the game. Here

are over one hundred traditional rhymes that will make rope jumping challenging and, best of all,

fun.
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I love the idea for the book, but the author should have been more selective in choosing rhymes that

are appropriate for today's children.I was disappointed to find rhymes such as these included:

"Standing at the bar, smoking a cigar. Laughing at the donkey ha-ha-har!" "All in, a bottle of gin. All

out, a bottle of stout." and "Johnny gave me apples, Johnny gave me pears, Johnny gave me fifty

cents and kissed me on the stairs. I'd rather scrub the dishes, I'd rather scrub the floor, I'd rather

kiss the iceman behind the kitchen door." Other rhymes include a "big fat policeman" who grabs the

child and makes him pay a dollar, and a yelling teacher with a great big stick. "How many times

were you fired?" the child asks the teacher.There are so many fun and positive jump rope rhymes,

it's too bad the author includes these and others that are just not appropriate even if they were



popular 50 years ago.

For anyone who jumped rope a great deal (this excludes me) or swung the rope while others

jumped (this includes me), this book is sure to have some favorite rhymes. As such, it is an

interesting way to initiate cross-generational discussions - jump-rope rhymes are school yard

folklore with astounding staying power. The book is also useful as a way to encourage young

"couch potatoes" to get a bit of time outside with requiring outside to be a large space.Of course, the

best way to use the book is simply to enjoy it.

What great fun to be reminded of the jump rope rhymes of my youth. And even greater fun to share

them with my daughter. I hope you enjoy this collection of rhymes as much as we do.

I bought this hoping for some fun rhymes to teach my kids. There are only 3 in this book that I would

want to teach my kids, and I already know them. Several of the rhymes are the exact same, but with

one word changed. So technically, there are 101 rhymes, but really???Don't bother buying it. Just

look them up online and pick your favorite 5.

Bought this for my daughter along with a jump rope. I thought there might be some cute rhymes in it

for her to set her jump pace to. Not so much. These seem like old rhymes that are no longer

appropriate to teach to your child. Far from being politically correct and not suited for the

playground. I will have to go through the book and pick out the ones she can learn and cross out the

ones she should not. Disappointed.

The advertising copy suggests that this is a set of jump rope rhymes set at a pace that is

appropriate for jumproping. But they aren't rhymes, they are songs, and they don't all have a strong

beat, so they aren't ideal for jumproping to. It is a plenty-fun set of songs for kids, but the advertising

is misleading.

Maybe I'm too persnickety, but I was so dissappointed by the content of the songs. I'd hoped for

some cute childhood rhymes, but instead found a bunch of rubbish, to put it nicely.

The book came as described in excellent shape and arrived quickly. I hate the book though. The

rhymes are not very good. Just a few variations of words but nothing to really jump rump for a long



period of time to. I was hoping for some of the playground rhymes I can't remember from childhood.

It seemed like somebody just wrote down some words that sorta rhymed but had no reason.
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